The payoffs of digital
enterprise platforms
How C-suite Leaders at 600 different
organizations are boosting profitability,
increasing revenue, and decreasing costs
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What is a digital
enterprise platform?
It provides an endto-end foundation to
integrate the workflows,
applications, data,
and people across
an enterprise.

Why organizations need digital enterprise
platforms for future success
Today, digital enterprise platforms are a business imperative. They allow organizations to modernize
businesses around digital and data. Compared to competitors, organizations with digital enterprise
platforms can move more quickly at a greater scale, and they have better flexibility. IT is no
longer a barrier to reinvention. Instead, it helps to drive continuous adaption and innovation.
A recent survey of 600 senior executives conducted by ServiceNow and ESI ThoughtLab
reveals that almost two-thirds of respondents believe digital enterprise platforms are
hugely important. In fact, a quarter say they are vital to the future of their businesses.
But, what does success look like for organizations striving to digitize their operating
foundations and how do you get there? Keep reading to learn what else the research
reveals, the steps executives have taken toward this goal, and valuable insights so you
can develop a roadmap to excellence in your enterprise platform and workflows.
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The phases of digital enterprise
platform implementation
Implementing a digital enterprise platform is not a one-and-done process. In fact, for the purposes
of the survey, all 600 participating organizations are classified as being at one of three stages of
maturity in terms of their journey to implement a digital enterprise platform: Beginner, Intermediate,
and Leader. Then, when looking at how companies are implementing digital enterprise platforms,
the survey reveals that organizations are using a phased approach.

Maturity stages for all firms
43%
32%
25%

Beginner

Intermediate

Leader
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The phases of digital enterprise platform implementation

Phase 1:

Phase 2:

Phase 3:

The first phase is laying the foundation:
progress on the digital enterprise platform,
creating an open-platform cloud design,
and enterprise-wide use of robotic process
automation (RPA) and artificial intelligence (AI).
This is where firms are furthest ahead now.

The second phase is equipping workers
with needed digital skills, building a
customer experience, and aligning the
business model.

The third phase is integration of data,
cross-functional management, and
software deployment.

What the numbers reveal:

>33%
More than a third of firms overall have
largely or fully implemented this foundation

75%
75% of Leaders have largely or fully
implemented this foundation

What the numbers reveal:

≈25%
Approximately 25% of firms overall are making
progress in these areas

50%+
Over 50% of Leaders are making gains

What the numbers reveal:

<15%
Less than 15% of firms overall are advanced
in this area

32%
Over 30% of Leaders have advanced in
integration of data and cross-functional
management

23%
Just 23% of Leaders are advanced in
embracing DevOps and software deployment
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Breaking it down:
• More than seven our of 10
Leaders are enjoying significant
performance lifts from cloudbased open platforms, RPA and
AI, and equipping workers with
the right digital skills.
• Six out of 10 are getting large
dividends from building a
personalized customer experience
and aligning business models with
digital platforms.
• 47% are achieving payoffs from
integrations across workflows
• 38% are benefiting from crossfunctional management
• Companies designated as
Leaders are seeing lower
performance benefits in areas of
limited progress, such as external
integration with ecosystems and
DevOps. But even there, Leaders
are far ahead of others.

How Leaders achieve a turbo boost in
performance from enterprise platform
For those that have made progress in key areas of digital enterprise platform implementation,
the performance impact can be substantial. The majority of Leaders are seeing a moderate
or large performance boost from the overall progress they are making in developing digital
enterprise platforms.
% of those implementing seeing moderate or large positive performance impact
Leaders

Followers

10%

Overall progress on digital enterpirse platform

85%
20%

Enterprise-wide use of RPA and AI

75%
28%

Cloud-based, open platform design

74%
14%

Equipping workers with the right digital skills

70%
11%

Building a personalized customer experience

60%
9%

Aligning business model with digital platform

60%
7%
47%

Cross-functional management
External integration with ecosystem
Integration of data with cross-functional access
Embracing DevOps and software dpeloyment

6%
38%
5%
34%
5%
32%
5%
23%
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Determining which areas to digitize
To pinpoint which processes to digitize and automate for digital enterprise platforms, companies
should follow six key steps. According to the survey, Leaders are ahead in most of these areas.

Step 1. 
Identifying processes for automation with use cases and projected ROI
This step tops the list for both Leaders and Followers.
Step 2. 
Form digital and business teams deeply familiar with processes
Step 3.
Analyze customer needs and behaviors
Step 4. 
Create pilots to confirm project gains
Step 5. 
Work closely with employees to understand their concerns
Step 6. 
Make sure underlying processes are in good shape before automating them
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The five industries
and sectors covered
in the survey:
Financial services

(insurance, wealth and asset management,
commercial and investment banks, securities
firms, and brokerages)

The workflows that are getting digitized first
Overall, organizations are targeting core workflows to digitize first, including IT, HR, customer service,
finance, and employee engagement. It’s a move that makes good business sense.
But companies aren’t stopping there. A large minority are digitizing other areas, including risk
management, strategic planning, sales and marketing, and operations management. A smaller
group are digitizing workflow areas either in an early stage or that apply to fewer sectors, such as
manufacturing, R&D, asset management, product development, quality control and logistics.

Telecoms

(network providers, wired and wireless carriers,
satellite telecoms)

Healthcare/life sciences

(healthcare payers and providers, and
pharmaceutical and medical device producers)

Manufacturing

(industrial, heavy equipment, and consumer)

Public sector

(national, federal, province, state, city)

A view across industries:
Digitization areas vary widely by industry.
Financial services organizations
are ahead of others in finance/
accounting, risk management,
and asset management.
Telecom companies lead in automating
four of the top five areas, but lag in
finance/accounting. Telecoms also
are ahead in digitizing operations.
Healthcare/life sciences firms are behind
in automating nearly all areas except
those more specific to life sciences,
including R&D, manufacturing, product
design, and supply chain.

Manufacturers trail in digitizing all
common areas except sales/marketing,
where they are well ahead. But they
lead, of course, in industry-specific areas
such as manufacturing, product design,
supply chain, and quality control.
Public sector organizations lead in
digitizing planning/decision-making,
and have made good progress in all
the top six areas, except for automating
customer service—which has become a
bigger concern of citizens during
the pandemic.
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The workflows that are getting integrated
According to the survey, Intermediate and Leader organizations have a strategy to digitize workflows—and then integrate them to achieve
the full benefits of a digital enterprise platform.

Integration trends today:

Trends over the next three years:

The most digitized areas—IT services,
human resources, customer services,
and finance and accounting—are
also the most integrated.

Right now, IT service, customer service, finance, and HR are top priorities for digitization and
integration. Over the next three years, all but HR will remain in the top spots.

The only exception is employee
engagement, which 51% of firms
have digitized, but only 38% have
integrated. The pattern is similar
for risk management, planning,
sales, and operations.

For companies that have already digitized manufacturing and quality control, these are now
top priorities for integration. Other digitized areas with high priority for integration include R&D,
product design, and asset management.
To realize the full payoffs of a digital enterprise platform, the C-suite largely agrees about the
importance of integrating customer service processes and manufacturing and production.
Quality control is also a high priority for integration among the small percentage of companies
that have digitized it, particularly for CEOs, who understand its competitive importance.
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Conclusion
Implementing a digital enterprise platform takes planning and commitment, but it drives enormous
business benefits, such as improved profitability, decreased costs, and increased revenue. It also helps
improve planning and decision making.
Wherever your organization is on your journey to implement an enterprise platform and workflows,
survey findings suggest you will be in good company. Over the next three years, more firms plan to
expand their use of digital enterprise platforms. In fact, the benefits of digitization generally grow as
companies mature and become Leaders, incorporating digital enterprise platforms into the heart
of their business strategies. You don’t want to miss the significant strategic payoffs, including bigger
market share, greater customer satisfaction, and increased shareholder value.
Now it’s your turn to investigate the benefits of an enterprise platform to drive your digital
transformation.
You don’t have to go it alone. ServiceNow has helped thousands of organizations successfully
implement digital enterprise platforms. To learn more, go here.
To learn more about what your C-level peers are doing, check out Workflow.
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About ServiceNow
ServiceNow is making the world of work, work better for people. Our cloud-based platform and solutions deliver
digital workflows that create great experiences and unlock productivity to approximately 5,400 enterprise
customers worldwide, including almost 75% of the Fortune 500 Visit us at ServiceNow.com.
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